The cytonuclear dimension of allopolyploid evolution: an example from cotton using rubisco.
During allopolyploid speciation, two divergent nuclear genomes merge, yet only one (usually the maternal) of the two sets of progenitor organellar genomes is maintained. Rubisco (1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) is composed of nuclear-encoded small subunits (SSUs) and plastome-encoded large subunits (LSUs), providing an ideal system to explore the evolutionary process of cytonuclear accommodation. Here, we take initial steps in this direction, using Gossypium allopolyploids as our model. SSU copies from divergent (5-10 My) progenitor diploids ("A" and "D" genomes) were combined at the time of polyploid formation 1-2 Ma, with the LSU encoded by the maternal A-genome parent. LSU genes from A- and D-genome diploids and AD-genome allopolyploids were sequenced, revealing several nonsynonymous substitutions and suggesting the possibility of differential selection on the nuclear-encoded rbcS partner following allopolyploid formation. Sequence data for the rbcS gene family revealed nonreciprocal homoeologous recombination between A- and D-rbcS homoeologs in all polyploid species but not in a synthetic intergenomic F1 hybrid, demonstrating "gene conversion" during allopolyploid evolution. All progenitor rbcS genes are retained and expressed in the five extant allopolyploid species, but analysis of the leaf transcriptome showed that A-homoeologs are preferentially expressed in both the allopolyploid and hybrid, consistent with the maternal origin of rbcL. Although rbcS genes from both progenitor genomes are expressed, some appear to have experienced mutations that may represent cytonuclear coevolution.